Support your business-critical applications on the AT&T cellular network.*

See how AT&T Wireless Broadband can work as a primary, secondary, or failover connection, how it can prioritize connections for your applications, connect remote sites, and is a cost-effective solution for your business. Using an AT&T wireline and wireless service simultaneously gives the customer the confidence of having a diverse connection and more reliable network performance.

Works well with the following solutions:
- 50Mbps and higher plans offer access to AT&T 5G low band spectrum (5G) and/or AT&T 5G mmWave(5G+) services, where each is available and with a compatible 5G and/or 5G+ device.**

Quickly connect remote locations within the AT&T wireless footprint with a primary solution, enjoy temporary service at new locations, or install a failover solution to support business-critical applications.

Cost-effective solutions
- Affordable equipment options and end-to-end solutions to suit every company's needs—from large to small. Plus, no overage charges and speed-tiered plans to help control your costs and focus on your core business.

Connect sites
- Flexible Connections
- State Fair
- Construction Site
- Pharmacy Inventory Management

Prioritize Applications
- Get priority treatment on the wireless network to help maintain consistent connections, even when the network around you is congested.

Get on-demand connectivity over the AT&T LTE or 5G network when and where you need it.

† Feature does not provide priority network access or prioritize eligible data traffic ahead of all other data traffic, as other data traffic may receive a similar or higher priority level. Not available on 5G+ or 5G+ network. Other restrictions apply.

Your inventory is critical to your business—make sure your cloud-based inventory system is always connected when you need it.